
Should old people live with young people or should they live in homes for the elderly? 

Discuss.  

Today, there are a lot of old people and young people all over the world. Therefore, there are 

many opinions show that old people should live in the clubs for the elder. This essay will discuss 

about this statement.  

The first reason is the love. Sons or daughters cannot send the parents to the clubs because they 

have to have their own responsibility. In Vietnamese culture, a person cannot consider success 

without loving their own family especial their parents. Parents are the best although they are old. 

Secondly, the old people should not live in the clubs the young people always need their 

experience. In science or technology area, for instance, the old professors will teach all skills for 

the younger people. By the way they will increase themselves and help their country. Lastly, 

some old people will think these clubs are prisons. They will be lack of freedom when they live 

in these areas. As the consequently, they will come to suicide.  

On the other hand, the old people who have no family should live together in the same clubs. By 

the way, they will find out happiness with the same age people. It leads to that they can share 

every things in their past until present. Furthermore, the local or international organizations will 

be easy to take care of them. As the result, they may have the second family.  

In conclusion, I think that the old people who have to family should not live in clubs. However, 

the others should move to these clubs to avoid loneliness. In this statement, it depends on the 

ways of thinking in each person about the old people.  

 

Revised 

Today, there are a lot of old people and young people all over the world. Therefore, there are 

many opinions show  who believe that old people should live in the clubshomes for the elderly. 

This essay will discuss about this statement.  

The first reason is the love. Sons or daughters cannot send their parents to these clubs homes 

because they have to have their own responsibilityresponsibilities. In Vietnamese culture, a 



person cannot be considered successful without loving their own family, especially their parents. 

Parents are the best although they are old. Secondly, the old people should not live in the 

clubshomes because the young people always need their experience. In science or technology 

area, for instance, the old professors will teach all skills for to the younger people. By In the this 

way they will increase improve themselves and help their country. Lastly, some old people will 

think these clubs homes are prisons. They will be lack of freedom when they live in these areas. 

As the cConsequently, they will come tomit suicide.  

On the other hand, the old people who have no family should live together in the same 

clubshomes. By In the this way, they will find out happiness with the same age people the same 

age. It leads to that they can share every things in their past until present. Furthermore, the local 

or international organizations will be easy to take care of them. As the result, they may have the 

second family.  

In conclusion, I think that the old people who have to family should not live in clubshomes. 

However, the others should move to these clubs to avoid loneliness. In this statementIn other 

words, it depends on the ways of thinking in of each person about the old people.  

Good length and organization. Also, good use of linking words. You are improving. 

 

 


